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How to retain heavy users of travel agents?
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T ravel agents are facing escalating competit ion from the
Internet and direct bookings with airl ines and hotels. As

the competition intensifies, it becomes increasingly important
for travel agents to meet client expectations in order to attract
and retain customers. However, despite an unfavourable business
environment, travel agents have encountered opportu-
nities because of the increase in demand for specialised
services and new destinations, and improvements in information
and communication technologies which will enhance agents'
ability to reach more potential customers.

A study sponsored by the American Society of Travel Agents
was conducted in the United States to identify characteristics
of travel agents' target markets. Although the data were collected
in the US, results of the study could provide potential
implications for travel agents which work in other com-
petitive environments, including Hong Kong.

Copies of a questionnaire included items on travellers' expectations
and selection criteria of travel agents were mailed to travel agent
customers and administered to travellers at an international
airport to obtain responses from both users and non-users of
travel agents. A total of 382 questionnaires were completed, of
which 150 came from the mai led survey and 232 were col-
lected in the airport. A statistical technique, cluster analysis,
was used to group the respondents. Items used in the cluster-
ing were the number of times a travel agent was used in the
past 12 months, the length of time the same travel agent was
used, and the number of overnight trips taken in the past year.

Study results

Almost three quarters of respondents (72.5%) had used a
travel agent for purchasing travel-related products (e.g., airline
ticket, car rental reservation, hotel room reservation, cruise package,
attraction ticket and visa/passport application) in the past year.
When asked about the number of times respondents had used
the service of a travel agent in the past 12 months, 60.5% re-
ported between 1 and 6 times. Over half (53.8%) of the respon-
dents had purchased travel-related products through the Internet.
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On average, members in the first cluster (who were
heavy users with a total number of 77) used a travel
agent 6.51 times in the previous 12 months, had used
the same travel agent for more than 11 years, and took
11.39 overnight trips in the past year. Members in the
second cluster (who were light users with a total num-
ber of 305) on average used a travel agent less frequently
(3.78 times in the past year) and had used their cur-
rent travel agent for a shorter length of time (1.4 years),
yet took a similar number of overnight trips (9.40 trips)
as respondents in the first cluster. Demographic data in-
dicated that the heavy user group was more likely to be
older (43.4% were 46-55 years old), have higher in-
come (83.3% had an annual income of US$75,000 or
more), and have more formal education (79.0% had a
college or advanced degree) than the light user group.

Expectations and selection criteria

Respondents were asked to rate 17 items in expectations
of travel agents using a 7-point scale. There was a significant
difference between the two groups (see Table 1). Light users
had higher expectations of travel agents in terms of ad-
vice and offerings (e.g. , providing thorough information, of-
fering packaged tours, and giving advice on destinations and
restaurants). However, both heavy and light users' highest
expectations of travel agents focused on the intangibles,
such as being honest, being reliable and solving problems.
The higher expectations from the light user group would
make the heavy user group a more desirable target market.
The heavy user group not only used a travel agent more
often, but also used the same agent for longer periods
of time; they had more realistic expectations; and they
had a majority of respondents in the highest income bracket.

Respondents were also asked to indicate the importance
of 18 selection criteria in choosing a travel agent, based on a
7-point scale. There was, again, a significant difference between
the two groups (see Table 2). The heavy user group rated in-
tangible service items, such as quality service, travel knowledge,
personalised service and past experience, as significantly more
important. Even though light users also regarded the intangible
service items as important, their ratings of the tangible items
(e.g., business hours, service charges, free ticket delivery) were
generally higher than those of heavy users. Heavy users may
have realised the benefits of using a travel agent through
experience and see intangible services as the "must have"
characteristics, whereas light users needed to see the
tangible benefits for them to use a travel agent. Travel
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agents should pay close attention to the selection crite-
ria ratings and continue to focus on the top rated crite-
ria of heavy users to retain these customers.

Travel arrangements

There was a significant difference between the two clus-
ters in terms of how they purchased travel arrangements. Heavy
users were l ikely to purchase travel arrangements from both
an agent and online (49.4%), fol lowed by a travel agent only
(37.7%) and online only (6.5%); whereas approximately one-third
of light users used both an agent and the Internet (34.1%) or an
agent only (34.8%), followed by the Internet (17.0%). Heavy users
were more likely to use both a travel agent and the Internet
to purchase travel arrangements; therefore, it is a smart
business practice for travel agents to have their own websites
to provide travel related information. Agents may con-
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sider offering online purchases through their website
to capture the market which enjoys online shopping . The
online booking option can take care of routine transactions;
and when travellers have more complicated itineraries, they will
l ikely think of calling the same agent for assistance.

Those respondents who had never purchased travel
arrangements through the Internet were asked the rea-
son why. Heavy users (55.9%) were more likely to indi-
cate the lack of personal service than light users (36.9%)
as a reason for not using the Internet. Therefore, travel
agents should focus on providing personal service to
retain and attract heavy user clients.

Implications for agents

While the heavy user group was smaller in size, members
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of this group may contribute more to travel agent rev-
enues and thus are considered a significant and eco-
nomically feasible market . This echoes the 80-20 rule that
approximately 80% of the revenues are generated from 20% of
the customers. Therefore, travel agents should learn more about
this group.

Significant differences between heavy and light users were
found in terms of their expectations and selection criteria of
travel agents. Light users, in general, had higher expec-
tations of travel agents regarding obtaining advice and
product availability. Heavy users rated travel knowledge,
past experience, quality service, personalised service and
friendliness of the agent as more important selection
criteria. Therefore, to retain current heavy user clients,
travel agents should emphasise their expertise and travel
knowledge, in addition to providing superior service. Detailed
customer databases should be maintained and closely analysed
to identify frequent buyers and monitor their travel patterns in
order to provide personalised service. Since heavy users val-
ued past experience with an agent and light users had higher
expectations of travel agents, it makes economical sense to
place priority on retaining the current heavy user clientele. However,
agents cannot ignore the need to expand their customer base.
Agents should establish programmes to cultivate more
heavy users by increasing the awareness of the avail-
ability of professional advice, the variety of travel prod-
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ucts available, and tangible benefits. Testimonials from existing
customers could be used to demonstrate clients' satisfaction
with services and expert advice.

Results of the study showed that travel agents still
held some advantages over the Internet. Heavy users
were more likely to rate lack of service as a factor for
not purchasing travel arrangements online. However, this
advantage may erode over time. For instance, as the Internet
and information technology advance, online providers may of-
fer customised services and offer them at a faster rate than
traditional travel agents could. Therefore, travel agents should
emphasise their ability to provide good customer ser-
vice as well as their ability to assist travellers in solving
problems. For example, contacting travellers when a flight schedule
is changed, making new arrangements when flights are cancelled,
or helping travellers abroad replace passports or travellers' cheques
which may be lost or stolen. Providing after sales services, such
as appreciation or welcome home cards after a trip, and even
items unrelated to travelling, including birthday cards, can add
to the personalised experience. Travel agents should have
the ability to provide everything the online providers can,
plus the human touch. The "high tech, high touch" ap-
peal could help travel agents sustain their competitive
advantage.

As travel agents compete to remain as a viable entity in
the travel distribution channel, those which can continue to provide
superior services will differentiate themselves from other travel
service providers. Tangible items, such as convenient business
hours, can be easily copied by competitors; however,
proven trust, reliability and personalised service are more
difficult to replicate. Heavy users especially look for trustworthy
agents which provide excellent service and travel expertise.
Therefore, travel agents should continue to focus on providing
exemplary service for their current clients so that they can re-
tain the heavy users. Since travel agents provide a remarkably
customised service of travel knowledge and advice, loyalty building
relies on their relationships with existing clients who may de-
termine their continued patronage based on past experience.
The retention of heavy user clients and conversion of
light users into heavy users are the most important task
for travel agents to survive the current unfavourable business
environment. 
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